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Remote Work  
≠ 

WFH



Remote Work  
≠ 

WFH During Covid-19



1. Trust



“Another concept we talk … is … 
called a trust battery. It’s charged at 
50 percent when people are first 
hired. And then every time you work 
with someone … the trust battery 
between the two of you is either 
charged or discharged…” 
Tobi Lütke, Shopify



🔋  Battery



Evaluate the work, not 
the amount of hours.



2. Communication



Asynchronous 
communication



“A 15,000-person study showed that 
professionals now spend more than 
half the standard workweek – a full 
21.5 hours – in meetings, an 
increase of 7.3 hours a week just 
since the pandemic began.” 
Wall Street Journal



Synchronous 
communication



“A study of office workers in the US 
found that most of them never get 
an hour of uninterrupted work in a 
typical day.” 
Book Stolen Focus



“…if you are focusing on something 
and get interrupted, on average, it 
will take twenty-three minutes for 
you to get back to the same state of 
focus.” 
A Study by Professor Posner



Do you have meetings?





Wednesday August 26, 1992

Dilbert, August 26, 1992



async.twist.com, 2022



Don’t you get blocked?



Benefits of Async



It gives each employee 
control over their 
workday.



Deep work becomes 
the default.



It incentives better 
and more thoughtful 
responses.



You can easily go back 
to when a decision 
was made.





Remove meetings 
Say no  
Turn-off



3. Empower



👩💻🧑💻👨💻👩💻🧑💻



Ownership and 
responsibility



How do you maintain 
consistency?





Iterate, Iterate, Iterate



Release



Release 
(and iterate)



4. Documentation



When in doubt,  
add documentation.



5. Humans’ first



Deep focused work



Human connection
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Thank you!


